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March 18, 2023 100-Yard .22 Rimfire and Cast Bullet Rifles “Benchrest” match   
 

SCORES (and other stuff) 
 
 THE NUMBER OF SHOOTERS AND THEIR SCORES. 

For those of you who are interested only (primarily???) in things like the number of shooters 
we had, and what were their scores:   

(a) nineteen (19) scorecards were turned in;  
(b) based upon those scorecards, we definitely had 7 shooters; and 
(c) their scores are set forth below.   

 
 SOME SPECIAL NOTES … (which really shouldn’t be needed in a report on scores):   

(a) Although I am reporting that we “definitely had 7 shooters,” it is possible (but 
unlikely) that we actually had 8, or maybe even 9, shooters.  I note this possibility 
because two (2) of the scorecards that were turned in did not have some very 
pertinent information written on them, such as the names of the shooters, the 
“Class” and “Division” they were shooting in, etc.  Admittedly, those scorecards 
did have the scores (like a 184-4x) written on them, and the initials of the persons 
who scored the shooters’ targets.  I do have some suspicions regarding who those 
unknown shooters might be, but I’m going to refer to them in the scores set forth 
below as “Mystery Shooter #1” and “Mystery Shooter #2.” 

(b) I also have a special note for 11-year old (perhaps he became 12-years old since 
last Fall when we first met him) Aristidis Heronvis … and that “special note” 
being … as we start out on our 2023 “shooting season,” you should now be 
somewhat comforted (and amused!!!) to know that even “adults” somehow often 
“forget” to write vital information on their scorecards.  As I told you (i.e., 
Aristidas) last Fall when you attended one of our “Benchrest” matches for your 
first time ever, this “phenomenon” of failing to put information on scorecards has 
happened in the past (too frequently) and, most assuredly, it will happen again in 
the future.   

 
 SCORES.  

After reviewing what WAS written on the scorecards, and then correcting mistakes in 
arithmetic, and then making some “educated guesses” about some things which should have 
been written on some scorecards, here is what I was able to decipher as being the scores shot 
at the March 18, 2023 100-Yard .22 Rimfire and Cast Bullet Rifles “Benchrest” match.   

 
CAST BULLET “CLASS”   

 
IRON SIGHTS 

Stonkey, Bob 181-2x  (Shooting a .30-30) 
Stonkey, Bob 176-1x  (Shooting a .308) 
Wancheck, Perry 158-0x  (Shooting an 03A3 .30-06) 
Wancheck, Perry 145-3x  (Shooting an 03A3 .30-06) 

 
.22 RIMFIRE “CLASS”   

 
TARGET - SCOPED DIVISION 

Monahan, Tom 193-2x   
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Nemeth, AJ 191-2x 
Monahan, Tom 189-7x   
Monahan, Tom 189-6x   
Nemeth, AJ 189-4x 
Stonkey, Bob 187-4x  
Nemeth, AJ 183-6x 
Walton, Bob 176-2x   

 
SPORTER - SCOPED OPEN DIVISION 

Escovitz, Jim 187-7x 
Heronvis, Aristidis 186-1x    (Youth Division) 
Heronvis, Aristidis 183-1x   (Youth Division) 
Heronvis, Aristidis 170-4x   (Youth Division) 
 

SPORTER - SCOPED LIMITED DIVISION 
Escovitz, Jim 173-2x   

 
THE “MYSTERY SHOOTERS” 

Mystery Shooter #1 184-4x 
Mystery Shooter #2 160-0x 

 
 OTHER STUFF WHICH MAY BE OF INTEREST TO SOME OF YOU.   

(a) There are new targets boards which, I was told, were put up by Jim W. Martin and 
Perry Wancheck and that “range work” is much appreciated by us [and maybe even 
by other shooters at the Club who use the “Rifle Range.”]  You guys don’t need to do 
that “range work” by yourselves.  As in the past, there are many of us who can help.   

(b) It’s too early in our 2023 “shooting season” for me to come up with some “stories” 
about this March 2023 “Benchrest” match, other than to say that it was really cold 
and windy.  There was some sunshine which, at this time of the year, was so low on 
the horizon such that the sunlight would blast you directly in your eyes, and also 
directly into the lenses on your rifle’s optics and your spotting scope, to such an 
extent that it would cause glare and “chromatic aberration,” etc. when looking 
through the lenses downrange toward the targets.  Although all of those conditions 
created some demanding shooting ccircumstances for us, and certainly affected our 
scores for that day, none of those conditions seemed to bother any of the turkeys that 
decided to meander casually across the line-of-fire while we were shooting!!!   

(c) The “200-20x Cash Prize Contest” didn’t have any problem surviving this day and 
there is now $323.00 in the “pot”!!!   

 
Thanks to all of you who turned out to shoot our March 18th “100-Yard Benchrest” 

match.  Our next “100-Yard Benchrest” match is scheduled to be held on Sunday, May 7th, 
2023.  We will be sending out an e-mail “reminder” about a week before that match.   

 
Please feel free to contact either of us “Match Dictators” at any time if you have any 

questions, suggestions or other comments.   
 

Jim Escovitz     Rich Mysliwczyk 
jim.escovitz69@gmail.com   Rich.Mysliwczyk@flir.com 
(412) 389-7086 (cell phone)   (412) 527-1448 (cell phone) 


